The distinguishing feature of a distributed program is not just that its various parts are distributed over a number of processors, but that these parts communicate with one another. The hardware in a distributed system allows a processor to send messages to other processors; the operating system usually extends this facility to allow a process on one machine to send messages to a process on another.
The operating system may also provide facifities to set up virtual circuits between processes and may include protocols that ensure a certain degree of reliability in the communication.
From the point of view of a programming language, however, these facilities are still rather low-level, and this has led to a search for appropriate high-level abstractiom for inter-process communication. Some reseaxchcrs suggest that distribution should be completely hidden from the programmer.
They argue for an al:atraction that looks like a global shared memory. This abstraction has the advantage that it is simple to program with --writing a distributed program is no different from writing a non-distributed one. There is no shared memory between sitesand so the only form of communication between sites isthrough the network, which enablesmessages to be transmittedfrom any processor to any other processor in the system. Message transmission is asynchronous:
sending and receiving processes do not have to wait for one another for communication to occur, and message transmission times axe variable. Figure 14. 2 shows the structure of the communication sub-system at each site (the meaning of the arrows will be described later). The communication sub-system may be part of the operating system kernel, a separate system process, part of the user process, or any combination of these. The issue here is its functlon rather than its locatwn. The transport layer contains the hardware and the software that enables a message to be sent from one processor to another. It is assumed that the transport layer provides reliable, sequenced point-to-point communicadon. That is, a message sent from one site to another is eventually delivered (unless the sending or the receiving site fails), and that messages between any pair of sites arc delivered in the order they were sent. This form of reliability is achieved using protocols that sequence messages, detect lost or garbled messages (with high probability), and retrammit such messages. Many such protocols axe described in Tanenbaum (1988 (Neiger and Toueg (1988) ).
Since protocols that tolerate only crash failures are simpler to develop and to understand, it is easiest to describe such protocols here, and then to either implement them on top of an appropriate base layer or to use translation techniques to obtain versions that are more fault-tolerant.
Atomic broadcast protocols
One of the simplest properties provided by a broadcast protocol is atormCity, that is, a broadcast message is either received by all destinations that do not fail or by none of them.t
Moreover, non-delivery may occur only if the sender fails before the end of the protocol. An atomic broadcast protocol will never cause a message to remain undelivered at some non-faulty destinations if it has been delivered at some others (even if some destinations fail before the protocol completes). This is a very useful property because a process that receives such a broadcast can act with the knowledge that all the other operational destinations will also receive a copy of the same message. This reduces the danger of a recipient taking actions that are inconsistent with the actions taken by other processors. Consider the case where a number of processes each maintain a copy of a replicated set of items and a broadcast Ls made to these processes requesting them to add a particular item to this set. If an atomic broadcast protocol is used, each recipient can add the item to its copy of the set in the knowledge that all other destinations will do the same, and so their sets will all contain identical information. Without atomicity, the implementor of the replicated set will have to take steps to ensure that a failure will not cause some processes to miss updates, which would result in the copies of the set becoming inconsistent. At first glance, an atomic broadcast protocol might seem trivial to implement, and thts notification will require some message overhead. In general, depending on the properties that it achieves, a broadcast protocol will incur a cost in terr_
In the previous section a simple broadcast protocol was discussed that achieves atomicity.
There are two directions in which one could go to arrive at more sophisticated protocols.
One is to expand the class of failures that the protocol tolerates.
The other is to consider protocols that provide stronger guarantees than atomicity. An example of a larger class of failures than crash failures is 'omission failures.' In this failure model, a faulty processor could crash as before, or it could remain operational but occasionally fail to send or to receive messages. This is a realistic way to model processors connected by communications links that may lose messages, or that are subject to transmission buffer overflows capable of causing occasional message lea. Interestingly enough, the protocol described above achieves atomicity even with this class of failures. We could go even further, and consider failure models like Byzantine failures, where processes may malfunction by sending out spurious or even contradictory messages. The rest of this chapter, however, is restricted to crash failures, but considers protocols that are more complex because they achieve stronger properties than atomicity.
For protocols that deal with omission and Byzantine failures, the reader is referred to Perry and Toueg (1986) , and Lamport, Shostak, and Pease (1982), respectively.
Ordered [aroadcast protocols
When atomicity was introduced, the example of a number of processes cooperating to maintain a replicated set of items was also comidered. Atomicity was seen to be sufficient to ensure that all the copies of the set contained the same items.
But what if the processes were maintaining a quau of items instead of a set? In this case, the order of the items is required to be the same in all the copies.
Atomicity is not sufficient here because there are no guarantees of the order in which different broadcasts will be delivered to different destinatiom (especially if they originate from different senders). Given a broadcast protocol that had the additional guarantee that messages will be delivered in the same order everywhere, implementing a replicated queue is simple: this protocol is used to broadcast items to the processes maintaining the queue, and each recipient adds items to its copy of the queue in the order that it receives them. Atomicity ensures that all operadonal copies will contain the same set of items; the ordering properry ensures that these will be in the same order in all the copies.
Without the ordering property, the implementor of a replicated queue will have to include code to ensure that all the copies agree on the order in which items are added to 3OO T. A. JOSEPH AND K. P. BLRMA,N the queue, which makes developing this application a more di_cult task. The availability of an ordered broadcast can thus simplify the implementation of many distributed applications, and much work has been done in developing protocols for such broadcasts.
A few are described here.
If two sites broadcast messages to overlapping sets of destinations, it is possible for these messages to arrive at the common destinations in different orders. The essential feature of an ordered broadcast protocol, then, is that an incoming message is delivered ordy when all the recipients have agreed on how to order its delivery relative to other messages. This usually increases the latency, results in additional communication, and requires that the message be stored for the duration of the protocol.
The algorithms studied below differ in the way they trade these costs off against one another.
The first protocol we study was proposed by Dale Skeen and is described detail in Birrnan and Joseph (1987a) under the name ABCAST. It operates by assigning each broadcast a timestamp and delivering me.,kqages in the order of timestarnps.
(These timestamps need have no relation to real time --all that is required is an increasing sequence of numbers.) When a site receives a new message, it stores it in a pending queue, marking it as undLlivwabte. It then sends a message to the initiator with a proposed tunzstamp for the broadcast. This propored timestamp is chosen to be larger than any other timestamp that th_ site has proposed or received in the past.
(To make the timestamp unique, each site is assigned a unique number that it appends to its timestam_ as a suffu¢). The initiator collects the timestamlas from all the recipients, picks the largest of the values it receives, and sends this value back to the recipients.
This becomes the final t_razstamp for the broadcast. When a recipient receives a final timestarnp, it assigns the timestamp to the corresponding message m the pending queue, and marks the message as ddwerable.
The pending queue is then reordered to be m order of increasing timestam_.
If the message at the head of the pending queue is deliverable, it is taken off the queue and delivered. This is repeated until the queue is empty or the message at the head of the queue is undeliverable (i/there are delivc:able message after this undeliverable one, they remain in the queue until the messages ahead of them are all delivered or moved after them in the queue). Figure 14 .4 illustrates how this protoco| works. Let us assume that (processes at) three sites are trying to broadcast me_umges mt,m_ and m s to the same set of destinations at sites l, 2 and 3. Assume that the largest timestamps seen at sites l, 2 and 3 are 14, 15 and 16 respectively.
Step l shows the messages amving at the recipients in different orders. Step I This ensures that all broadcasts to a group are delivered in the same order at all members of the group. The protocols require that the token be periodically transferred from site to site. The list of possible token sites (called the 'token list') m maintained at each of the token sites, and a token site passes the token to the next site in this list. The protocols operate correctly as long as the number of failures that occur is less than the size of the token list. The sites go through a 'reformation phase' whenever the token list has to be changed --either because of a failure or because a new site is to be added to the List. The different members in this family of protocols h,,ve different values for the size of the token list and different rules for when the token is passed to the next site in the token list. These rules also determine the various costs for the protocols.
In the Chang and Maxemchuck protocols, a message may be committed and memory of it discarded only when the token has been passed twice around the sites in the token list. At the end of the first round, it is known that the message has been received everywhere, and at this point it becomes safe to begin delivering copies. At the end of the second round, it is known that the message has been committed (delivered) everywhere, and procemes can safely discard any status information needed during the protocol.
Thus the rate at which the token is passed from site to site (and the size of the token list) determines the latency cost as well as storage cost (as information about a message has to be stored until it is committed).
If the token is passed rapidly, the latency and storage costs are In their protocol, a tree is superimposed on the set of processes in the system.
To transmit a broadcast, the message is forwarded to the least common ancestor of the destination processes, which in turn uses a reliable FIFO protocol to handle message delivery. As in the modified ISIS protocoL, the cost is low unless a failure occurs, in which case a more complex mechanism is required to reform the tree and complete any broadcast interrupted by the failure.
In for example, very long delivery latencies are a common problem in optimistic schemes.
Hybrid schemes have also been proposed, for example ruing Ethernet muldcast for transmission and some modified acknowledgement scheme with constant cost and Limited latency to confirm delivery. A good discussion of these approaches appears in Stephenson (1989) .
Weaker orderings
Protocols that place a total order on all broadcasts are unefial for many applications, but it has been shown that they entail substantial latency, communication and storage costs. The natural question that arises i_ whether or not there are less expensive protocols that achieve something less than a total order on broadcasts but which are nevertheless uneful for some applicatiom. Within the ISIS system, much work has been done to develop protocols that provided sufficient order to obtain consistency in replicated data, but which are asynchronous m the sense that messages can be delivered as soon as they arrive at a destination (without waiting for further rounds of communication). The advantage of using such a protocol to transmit updates to replicated data is that if there is a copy of the data at the sender site, the latency to update thin copy is almost zero (as a message can be sent from one site to itself with very little overhead). As a result, a local copy of replicated data can be updated at almost the same rate as a piece of non-replicated data (with some background overhead became of me*sages being sent to the sites with the other copies). We begin with an example. can also be used when broadcasts to a group arise from different computations, but these computations have some other form of synchronization relative to one another.
An example of this is broadcasts to a group that arise from within nested transactions whose sub-transactions may run on different sites. Here, the broadcasts arising from sub-transactions of any one transaction will be ordered because they are causally related;
broadcasts arising from different transactions will be ordered because of the concurrency control mechanism used to implement nested transactions.
Real-time delivery guarantees
Another property that may be useful in a reliable broadcast protocol is that delivery will occur within a specified amount of time after the initiation of the protocol. This is especially useful in real-dine systems and in control applications, where a broadcast that arrives too late may not produce the desired response.
If a broadcast is being made to a set of processes to instruct them to each begin some action, it might also be desirable that broadcast deliveries occur within a known time interval of one another, so that their actions take place with some degree of simultaneity.
The protocols described earlier make no such guarantees --they ensure that broadcasts will eventually be delivered to all non-faulty destinations, but delivery could take arbiu'arily long. respond to an incoming request based on its view of the group membership, with the assurance that when the other members receive the same request, they will all have exactly the same view, and will consequently take consistent actiom.
Cristian
Note that group membership may change not only when a process voluntarily joins or leaves a group, but also when a process drops out of a group because of a failure. To be completely useful, the process group mechanism must order broadcast deliveries with respect to the latter kind of group membership change as well. This might seem impo_ible to achieve because the system has no control over when failures occur, but in fact it can be achieved because what is important is that each process obstrots group membership changes and broadcast deliveries in the same order, or that each process aguas failures and broadcast deliveries in the same order, and not that the failure actually occurs in an orderly fashion. Similar observations have been made for database systems that manage replicated data in the presence of failures (Berrto,ein and Goodman (1983); Bermtein, Hadzilacos, and Goodman (1987) ).
To explain how the process group mechanism is implemented in the ISIS system, we will first describe a simplistic mechanism and then show how it may be modified.
For now assume that every site in the system has a table containing the names of every existing process group and their current membership. When a procem at a site initiates a broadcast to a group, the system simply obtains a list of the current members from the table at that site and executes the relevant broadcast protocol using that list. When a process joins or leaves a group, the tables must all be changed. This it done using a special broadca,t protocol wh_e deliveries are ordered consistently relative to all other kinds of broadcasts.
In ISIS, the other kinds of broadcast are ABCAST and CBCAST, and the corresponding special broadcast protocol is called GBCAST (for group broadcast). An interlocking mechanism is also required to ensure that broadcasts that have been initiated using the old membership list are delivered before a GBCAST is delivered. When a GBCAST is delivered at a site, the processorbecomes partitioned from the remainder of the ISIS system, or gets overloaded to such a degree thatitceasesto respond to livcness probe messages, itwillappear to have failed.ISIS handles thesecases exactlyas for a genuinely failedproce_or --by isolating the processorfi'omthe restof the system (any messages appearing to come from that processorare discarded)and by requiring that the processorin questionexplicitly rejoins and isrcintegratcd intothe system. Processesexecuting on the 'failed' processorarc informed that they have been isolated from the restof the system,and are expected to react in a way that limitsthe degree of inconsistent behaviour that can occur during the period beforeitrejoins the restof the system. In the current versionof ISIS, ifseveral processorsfind themselves partitionedfrom the remainder of the system, they may a/lbe forced to undergo such a restart: normal executionispermittedonly in a partition that has a majority of processors in it. An important area for future work in ISIS is to permit a significant level of processing to continue in such a partitioned mode and to provide useful tools for merging paxtitions whcn communication is restored.
What are the practical impfications of all this? One is that the ISIS system should probably not span communication links subject to frequent commuaicat/on partitioning. A preferable approach would bc to run one copy of ISIS on each side of such a link, and use other 'long haul' mechanisms to connect applications that run on both sides. Similarly, since the ISIS approach incurs an overhead when a site faih or recovers, there arc probably limits on the size of network within which it can be used.
However, the ISIS failure detector seems to scale up to at least one or two hundred machines without imposing a severe overhead, and this is without any sort of hierarchical scheme --implementation of this is the obvious next step. On the other hand, the fact that an unrespomive machine could be comidcred failed is a potential source of concern. If one were to overload a collection of machines running these sorts of protocols, some machines might be treated as if they had crashed, which would serve to exacerbate the load on the system. One could speculate about the use of adaptive methods to deal with this problem more gracefully, but they would certainJy increase the system latency in responding to a failure, and in any case it is unclear how one would implement such a scheme in a decentralized fashion.
The point here is that serious thought needs to be given to the operational characteristics of an environment and the mariner in which it dcgrades under load as a basic part of a decision to use protocols such as these. recently commented that 'a revolutionary change in how we think about distributed computing is now within our reach, one that will be every bit as striking as the transition from black and white to colour when Dorothy steps out of her aunt's house into the Land of Oz.' Having worked with reliable broadcast protocols and built a system that elevates them to a high level of abstraction, we are now convinced that reliable broadcasts are the key to this change in perspecfve.
In the next chapter, some of the reasoning underlying this conviction is explored.
